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1 February 2015
Dear Mr Roberts,

REGIS CENTRE AND HOTHAMTON REGENERATION OPPORTUNITIES
STRATEGIC JOINT VENTURE WITH WHITBREAD

I refer to the subject sites and confirm that Reef Estates (“Reef”) wish to submit a proposal in relation to the
subject sites long leasehold interest as set out below. We have structured our proposal to respond directly to
the guidance note provided by Arun District Council (“Arun”).
INTRODUCTION

This letter seeks to summarise and provide an overview of the masterplan, design concepts, and financial
proposal being made in accordance with the brief. Reef have a strong track record working closely with
Councils and end users to obtain a balanced design, planning and operational solution, which is essential in
obtaining feasible planning permissions. Appendix Three provides a comprehensive overview of Reef Estates.
VISION

The Regis Centre site presents an opportunity to create a unique and exciting town centre and seafront mixed
use development for Bognor Regis. The mixed use design will stimulate vibrancy and provide a vitality that the
town centre so desperately needs and for which there is good demand from occupiers. The Regis Centre site
will create a far more active frontage, but offer permeability through its design to encourage a free and
unrestricted passage through The Arcade, thus linking the seafront to the prime town centre retailing pitch on
the High Street and beyond. Furthermore the scheme incorporates new civic space in front of the restaurants.
These initial proposals are based on our team’s expertise both long term and recent success in urban
redevelopment, masterplanning, architecture and regeneration. The proposals are a response to the history,
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use and context of the site and acknowledge preliminary observations made by Arun which were discussed at
th

our meeting on January 26 . We fully expect these early designs to evolve and improve through discussion
and workshops with key stakeholders and Arun.
Working with the existing tenants and occupiers is key to unlocking the subject site. Reef, in partnership with
Whitbread, are well placed to ensure delivery as a result. Additionally, the proposals recognise the importance
and heritage of The Regis Centre Theatre, and hence why they propose that a new, state of the art facility
must be built on the Hothamton Car Park site prior to the commencement of the redevelopment of The Regis
Centre site. The vitality, employment and character that the theatre offers Bognor Regis town centre is
significant, and in proposing to relocate it to an alternative town centre site the operation and offer of the
theatre is retained. Reef believe that any development on The Regis Centre site would be compromised were
it to incorporate the theatre as it currently stands, in terms of design, efficiency and ultimately its trading
success.
SITES CONSIDERED

The proposal made by Reef relates to The Regis Centre site in isolation. In order to commence
redevelopment of the Regis Centres site, first the theatre must be relocated. Having met with the Managing
Director of The Regis Centre Theatre, Mike Stevens and the Chairman of Trustees, Hazel Latus, they
stressed the importance of the theatre continuing to function prior to a new venue opening, thus providing
operational continuity for the local community. The Hothamton site is the most appropriate alternative location
for the theatre in light of its central location coupled with the high number of parking spaces that could also be
developed within that site.
CORE ELEMENTS

The plans shown in Appendix One illustrate the scheme that Reef have designed, and form the basis of this
proposal. The scheme has been designed sensitively with two primary objectives. Firstly to ensure the
seafront and the town centre become more integrated and better connected, and secondly to create a vibrant
and active frontage to the sea wall. This mixed-use approach is also designed with local and national planning
policy in mind, to create vibrant and safe city centre locations where people can live, work and play.
Cinema:
5/6 screen cinema at first floor benefitting from an entrance lobby at ground floor within the restaurant parade.
Cinema foyer is located on first floor. Reef have agreed terms in principle with Reel Cinemas to take the
cinema. The work undertaken by the cinema consultants ‘dcinex’ in January 2013 shows there is sufficient
capacity to support a new multiplex and the existing Picturedome within the Bognor Regis catchment. The
cinema is key to the whole development as it anchors the scheme and attracts the restaurant operators.
Without a cinema we are not confident of securing any restaurant operators other than Brewers Fayre.
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Restaurants:
Four restaurant units fronting The Esplanade. Restaurant demand is strong but is wholly dependent upon a
cinema letting being secured. Whitbread have confirmed that they would retain a Brewers Fayre pub on the
site, and there is strong interest from well known restaurant operators which will ensure there is a varied offer
of food and beverage within the scheme.
Foodstore:
Foodstore unit at ground floor sitting behind the restaurants with frontage to the car park and Belmont Street.
Interest from the discount food operators is reasonable, with ALDI seeking a store in the town.
Hotel:
Hotel at first to third floor level providing 75 rooms for Premier Inn. Whitbread have confirmed that they would
commit to a hotel of 75 rooms as per the current scheme designs. The hotel will bring an increased vibrancy
to the town centre, drive an evening economy as well as being of mutual benefit to the new Theatre with its
conference facility and exhibition hall.
Civic Space and Surface Car Parking:
Upgraded public realm and enhanced civic space and streetscape in line with a development of this nature to
ensure the most inviting and attractive environment is created. The development allows for 235 surface
parking spaces to service the town hall and the new development.
Town Hall:
Existing Grade II listed Town Hall building remains ‘as existing’. It is proposed that the more recent additions
to the Town Hall and former Fire Station building are demolished to create additional surface car parking.
Residential:
The scheme does not provide any residential accommodation. Whilst in principle residential use might be
marginally accretive to an appraisal, to incorporate it in to the scheme would result in a need to provide
additional parking which could only be accommodated underground. The build costs of this are prohibitively
expensive. Furthermore, Reef do not feel that residential and leisure uses complement each other well, and
including residential within any plans would only be for the purpose of seeking to enhance returns as opposed
to considering the long term viability of the development.
FINANCIAL & COMMERCIAL VIABILITY

A detailed Financial Appraisal can be found in Appendix Two. Reef have considered various different scheme
designs, layouts, uses, and massing options and are of the opinion that the scheme as currently designed is
the most profitable.
Whilst Reef will work exceptionally hard to drive costs down through efficient design and a hands on approach
to development, as well as seek to better the terms that have currently been appraised through thorough
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market testing, it is not envisaged that the returns will improve materially. Significant improvement in both
rental and capitalisation rates are required to result in the scheme being financially viable. As such Reef are of
the view that the Regis Centre site has a nil value. Any agreement Arun are to make with a third party must
recognise that there is no value attributable to the Regis Centre land plus also acknowledge the significant
challenge of securing vacant possession of the theatre to facilitate any successful development. For this
reason Reef firmly believe that Arun must align themselves to a development partner as opposed to selling
the land in advance of any development. This partnership must be made with a development partner with the
skill set and experience to design, build and let a successful mixed use scheme, plus ensure the financial
agreement satisfies the Council and results in a land payment being made, whilst also motivating and
rewarding the development partner accordingly. Without this a scheme is not likely to be developed that best
serves the interest of the local community.
As it stands, the scheme is not financially viable. With land price set to zero the scheme shows a return on
cost of 3.98% (£657,000 profit). One solution that Reef and our advisers, Jones Lang LaSalle, have done
elsewhere to create viability would involve Arun District Council putting a headlease on the development. Reef
are confident that the proposed scheme will let successfully, as outlined in the core elements overview.
However without securing a cinema operator such as VUE, Cine-UK or Odeon, the institutional market is not
likely to consider the scheme on a funding basis or even once up and built. To counter this Arun could take a
lease over the whole of the scheme, say for a period of 25 years. This is of no cost to the Council (the rent
Arun pay matches that being received by the occupational tenants) yet with benefit of the Council credit rating
compared to the operators the value of the scheme increases, generating higher returns. If this were to be
applied to the appraisal, then the return on cost would increase to c27.60% (£4.57m profit).
FINANCIAL PROPOSAL

Reef perceive the land to have nil value and this proposal is made on the basis that Arun and Reef seek to
explore ways of creating a viable solution as per the proposals outlined above. If a more aligned partnership
between the Arun and Reef were to be entered in to then both parties are motivated to seek to maximise the
returns on offer form the scheme.
Reef are passionate about successful development which is achieved through building relationships and
working in partnership with all stakeholders, whether vendor, council, local community and of course, the
tenants and occupiers. As a result of these relationships we have undertaken repeat business in various
locations and with a variety of vendors, councils and tenants. Reef have significant development and
investment experience which has ensured that we have developed high calibre developments in prime
locations over a sustained period of time. A comprehensive overview of the company can be found in
Appendix Four.
KEY PARTNERS
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Arun District Council:
The content of this proposal indicates how integral Arun are there being a successful development on the
subject site. Reef have a long history of working in partnership with Councils.
Bognor Regis Town Council:
Bognor Town Council committee members must be satisfied with the proposed redevelopment plans and
Reef will therefore fully involve the committee members and consult with them in relation to the scheme.
The Regis Centre Group:
The Regis Centre Theatre has the benefit of a long lease, so would be able to frustrate any proposed
development if desired. It is essential therefore that a suitable relocation site is secured for the theatre, not
least to release the development potential of the Regis Centre site, but also to ensure a new state of the art
theatre and community offer remains within Bognor.
Whitbread PLC:
Whitbread have the benefit of a long lease on the Brewers Fayre pub which sits on the site. Like The Theatre
Group it is therefore important that Whitbread are engaged with any development proposals given their ability
to frustrate. Reef are in the process of developing, and have developed, ten Premier Inn hotels for Whitbread.
We have completed over 500 rooms in the past years in towns or cities such as Cambridge, Winchester,
Eastbourne, Ipswich, Maidstone and Newmarket. This relationship will be key to unlocking the development
potential of the subject site.
MARKET TESTING

Reef, with their property consultants, Jones Lang LaSalle have undertaken significant market testing and due
diligence in relation to the proposed development. The occupational demand for each component of the
scheme is summarised within the core elements above. Given the financial vulnerability of the scheme it will
be of paramount importance to undertake a significant amount of market testing in due course. Bognor has a
population and demographic that should be presented succinctly to potential occupiers, and with a targeted
marketing campaign we are confident that this would result in increased occupational interest and thus
improved returns.
Once developed the property will create additional employment and contribute heavily to the town centre
economy. One such driver of this spend will be because of the day time and night time economy that the
scheme will offer, as a result of the cinema.
INDICATIVE TIMETABLE

With so many uncertainties, principally in relation to the theatre, outlining a timeframe for implementation is
academic at this stage. Reef are a very hands on business, as well as being well financed, so will move
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expediently throughout the acquisition, planning and development process. Managing the keys risks to the
development will be important in ensuring a satisfactory timeframe is adhered to.
CONSTRAINTS & RISKS

Reef will take a very hands on and active role throughout the entire development process, from the
consultation and pre-application stage through to the construction and development delivery and as such will
seek to manage the risks and uncertainty throughout the process. As it stands currently the principle risks to
the proposals are:
1.

Securing vacant possession of The Regis Centre. This is dependent upon a relocation and development
of a new theatre, which requires funding. Reef have met with the Managing Director, Mike Stevens and
the Chairman of Trustees, Hazel Latus of The Regis Centre, who have confirmed that the operation is
non-profit making, and does not have the necessary funds to contribute towards a relocation, nor can
they consider putting a lease on a new theatre in order to try and create any value. As such, in order to
provide vacant possession of the existing theatre, third party funding will have to be raised to relocate.
Examples can be found which demonstrate ways in which this could be explored, such as The Tuner
Gallery, Margate which was entirely funded by Kent County Council, along with the Arts Council England
and the South East England Development Agency. Taking this example, it was recognised that the
project would stimulate much needed town centre regeneration, which is very comparable to the position
in Bognor Regis. Reef expect Arun District Council and Bognor Regis Town Council to work with The
Regis Centre, and Reef, if selected as development partner, in trying to find solutions and seek grants
from other sources such as Local Enterprise Partnerships or National Lottery.

2.

Cinema demand. The viability of the proposed redevelopment rest entirely with the securing of a cinema
letting. A recognised cinema operator is integral to the scheme being one that Reef would look to
develop.

LAND REQUIREMENT

The proposed development can be built within the existing freehold ownership known as The Regis Centre
site.
CONDITIONS

This proposal is conditional upon the following:-

•

Board Approval – Reef Board Approval is in motion with the boards fully aware of the submission,
with official sign off three days from agreement in principle of final terms.

•

Contract & Title
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•

Vacant possession of The Regis Centre Theatre

•

Securing an institutionally acceptable cinema operator

•

Survey

Reef firmly believe that this site presents a fantastic opportunity for Bognor Regis to benefit from a vibrant
development that will give the town a much need lift in many ways. To create short term viability, as well as a
long term design solution Arun must align themselves to a development partner and recognise the need to be
creative in the way in which a partnership is entered in to. A successful partnership should ensure that a
period of stagnation does not occur and progress is forthcoming. Reef would very much welcome the chance
to explore this and discuss the content of this proposal in more detail.
Yours sincerely,

PETER LANGLY-SMITH
Associate Director

DDI:

020 7637 0609

Mobile:

07920 723 654

Email:

plangly-smith@reefestates.co.uk
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REEF ESTATES OVERVIEW
Formed in 2002, Reef Estates are a property development and investment company with significant
experience in a variety of sectors including retail, mixed use, hotel and leisure, office and student
housing.
Reef have significant cash resource. Our main equity investor, who is also a shareholder in Reef, is
Alan English who sold his hotel and conference centre business, Hayley, to Principal Hotel Group
for £358m in May 2007. Mr English has formed a new four star hotel business which Reef are
affiliated with called Hotel La Tour(www.hotel-latour.co.uk), which is focused on developing a chain
in major cities throughout the UK.
Partnerships - we are passionate about successful development which is achieved through building
relationships and working in partnership with all stakeholders, whether vendor, council, local
community and of course, the tenants and occupiers. As a result of these relationships we have
undertaken repeat business in various locations and with a variety of vendors, councils and tenants.
Design and Planning - we have significant experience in working closely with local councils and
stakeholders to achieve an acceptable balanced planning, design and profitable solution. This will
take into account planning policy, architectural and infrastructure briefs as well as focusing on
obtaining the correct balance to satisfy vendor and end user requirements.
Construction - we have significant construction experience managing projects in-house in
conjunction with our external consultants that are experts in their field. We pride ourselves on
meticulous cost control and quality of delivery.
Funding - significant funding with the ability to consider innovative purchase structures. There will
be no bank debt involved in the purchase or development.

Acton - Mixed Use Residential / Retail / Leisure

Bow - Mixed Use Residential / Retail

Example Relevant Development Projects:
Acton - Reef have recently been granted planning permission for the demolition and rebuild of The
Oaks Shopping Centre in Acton which will include a 50,000 sq ft Waitrose, retail and restaurant units
together with 178 flats. Works are due to commence summer 2015.
Aldgate - Reef have recently been granted planning permission for a 21 storey tower with hotel and
aparthotel consent. Reef will commence workssummer 2015 on the 220 bed Aparthotel option.
Bow, London - Due to complete construction of the second phase of a mixed-use scheme
comprising 198 flats and approximately 30,000 sq ft of retail and restaurant space. The first phase
completed two years ago and included a mixed use scheme built behind a retained listed structure.
Hotels - Reef have completed the development of a number of hotels over the past 12 - 18 months.
These total In excess of 600 rooms with associated restaurants in towns and cities such as
Birmingham, Cambridge and Winchester. Reef also have a sister company, Hotel La Tour, which
is run by Alan English, a share holder in Reef who was founder and former chairman of a hotel and
conference centre business, Hayley Group before selling in May 2007 for £358,000,000.
Sevenoaks - Reef have recently completed an M&S department store together with underground
car parking and are on site constructing the second phase of luxury apartments.
Oxford - Reef have recently obtained planning consent for a mixed use scheme that will comprise
approximately 20,000 sq ft of retail space together with 133 student residential units above.
Construction due to commence April 2014.

Cambridge - Mixed Use Hotel / Restaurant

Oxford - Mixed Use Residential / Retail / Leisure
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